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Foreword

The Internet, since its debut in 1989, has revolutionized commerce,
communication, military action, and governance. Much of the modern
world is simply inconceivable without it. This revolution, however,
has not come without a price. The annual cost of cyber crime has now
climbed to more than $1 trillion, while coordinated cyberattacks have
crippled Estonia, Georgia, and Kyrgyzstan and compromised critical
infrastructure in countries around the world. While no fewer than six
UN bodies and multiple regional and national forums have sought to
build a consensus on the future of Internet governance, there has been
little progress thus far. The United States has largely abstained from
these discussions, instead focusing on developing its own offensive and
defensive cybersecurity capabilities while entrusting the ongoing stability of the system to the expertise of the private sector.
In this Council Special Report, Robert K. Knake briefly examines
the technological decisions that have enabled both the Internet’s spectacular success and its troubling vulnerability to attack. Arguing that
the United States can no longer cede the initiative on cyber issues to
countries that do not share its interests, he outlines an agenda that the
United States can pursue in concert with its allies on the international
stage. This agenda, addressing cyber warfare, cyber crime, and statesponsored espionage, should, he writes, be pursued through both
technological and legal means. He urges first that the United States
empower experts to confront the fundamental security issues at the
heart of the Internet’s design. Then he sketches the legal tools necessary to address both cyber crime and state-sponsored activities, including national prohibitions of cyber crime, multilateral mechanisms to
prevent and prosecute cyberattacks, and peacetime norms protecting
critical civilian systems, before describing the bureaucratic reforms
the United States should make to implement effectively these changes.
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Foreword

Internet Governance in an Age of Cyber Insecurity is a timely contribution on an issue increasingly capturing the attention of policymakers. It
presents technical ideas to the nonexpert in accessible and compelling
language. The report leaves little doubt about the importance of cybersecurity to the future of both the United States and the Internet itself,
and its recommendations provide a strong foundation for future action.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
September 2010
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Introduction

The United States is being outmaneuvered in the international forums
that will determine the future of the Internet. Led by Russia and China,
nondemocratic regimes are organizing into a united front to promote a
vision of the Internet that is tightly controlled by states. That vision is
increasingly attractive to many Western nations wrestling with interrelated threats of cyber crime, industrial espionage, and cyber warfare.
The United States must actively combat these threats while it works to
protect U.S. national interests in the preservation and extension of the
Internet as a platform for increased efficiency and economic exchange.
Protecting this interest requires far more extensive engagement within
Internet governance forums to shape the future of the network in a
way that addresses security concerns without resulting in a cure that is
worse than the disease.
In pursuit of this objective, the United States should be guided
by three principles. First, it should take a networked and distributed
approach to a networked and distributed problem. No single forum
can adequately address this set of issues. Instead, it needs to nurture
solutions through wide engagement across a broad set of forums.
Second, the United States should move toward holding states accountable for their actions and those of their citizens and systems in cyberspace. Though the United States cannot expect countries to prevent
all malicious behavior, it can expect them to secure their networks to
a reasonable standard, pass laws outlawing international cyber crime,
and have mechanisms in place to act on requests for assistance in shutting down attacks, and investigating and prosecuting them. Third, the
United States should lead by example. It should take steps to clean
up its national network, work to stop its systems from being used in
international cyberattacks, prioritize criminal investigation of cyberattacks with foreign victims, and make clear that the primary goal of its
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military efforts in cyberspace is to defend the United States and preserve international connectivity.
These principles should be applied to a three-part agenda. The United
States should work to develop a stronger set of international regimes
to fight crime in cyberspace, moving beyond the current Council of
Europe Convention to draw in non-Western states, and develop realtime mechanisms for collaborating to stop cyberattacks in progress and
investigate attacks across borders. Addressing cyber crime alone, however, will not secure cyberspace. State actors should also be constrained
through the development of new norms. The United States should not
fear talks on these issues and should pursue treaties to protect the core
functions of the Internet and ban distributed denial-of-service attacks.
It should also reinvigorate efforts to secure the Internet’s underlying
technologies, which were developed decades ago for a different purpose
than they are being used for today.
Finally, the United States should establish the mechanisms within
its own government to pursue these agendas. Stronger White House
leadership is necessary to keep the agencies with interests in how the
Internet is developed focused on U.S. national interests. The issue of
Internet governance within the State Department should be elevated to
a new bureau focused on cyber affairs, and that bureau should be given
the mission of working to improve security of cyberspace through international engagement. The private sector should also be given a stronger
voice on these issues and mechanisms developed for companies to both
shape U.S. policy and coordinate their own positions.

Background

Since the early days of the Internet, its main architects and supporters
have sought to limit the role of governments in the network’s design,
operation, and governance. While the Internet is the product of decades
of U.S. government–funded research, the computer scientists who
developed the protocols that today’s network runs on designed them so
that no central operator of the network would be necessary. Throughout the past three decades, successive presidential administrations have
consistently taken a hands-off approach to the development of the network to allow the Internet to grow without government involvement
that could have limited or stalled its dramatic expansion. This approach
has been extended into the international arena, where the United
States has maintained control of the one necessary component of the
Internet’s underlying architecture that must be actively managed—the
Domain Name System (DNS)—but has otherwise taken the position
that the role of governments in managing the network should remain
limited. The rise of cyber crime, the emergence of cyber espionage,
and the specter of cyber warfare have led many foreign governments to
exert sovereign authority over their networks and to press international
organizations to take up these issues.

Under standi ng t he T hre at
Cyber crime damage to the global economy is estimated at more than
$1 trillion each year.1 Sophisticated attacks targeting intellectual property of Fortune 500 companies are becoming routine. State actors are
entering the mix, developing both offensive and defensive capabilities in a new form of arms racing. The United States is in the process
of starting up Cyber Command, a new combatant command charged
with both offensive and defensive operations in cyberspace that will be
5
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headed by a four-star general. At least four other countries have developed advanced offensive cyber operations capabilities and more than
one hundred have begun to organize cyber warfare units.2
These capabilities have not been confined to the lab. In 2007,
Estonia suffered a national-level denial-of-service attack that took the
entire nation offline for a week, affecting government, telecommunication, and financial networks.3 A year later, when Russia invaded
Georgia, the ground and air forces were preceded by an onslaught in
cyberspace. These early conflicts in cyberspace are likely harbingers
of far worse attacks. Researchers have demonstrated the capability to
use cyberattacks to destroy financial records, turn off the power, and
disrupt networks necessary for military operations. Critical infrastructure sectors—including power, oil and gas, and water and sewer—are
increasingly targeted.4

I n ternet Governance Today
As a network of networks, the Internet has no central authority to
control it.5 New technical standards for the protocols that make the
Internet function are developed through an iterative “request for
comment” process managed by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) and adopted by the technical community on a consensus basis.
Recognizing the need for a centralized authority to assign unique
name and number identifiers, the Domain Name System was developed in the early 1980s. The role of allocating IP addresses and managing the root zone (the names and IP addresses of the authoritative
DNS servers for all top-level domains such as .com) was handled by
a single individual, Jon Postel, for almost two decades.6 In 1998, the
U.S. Department of Commerce created the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers to oversee the management of this
system of unique identifiers.
ICANN operates the only centralized system necessary to keep the
Internet functioning. ICANN fulfills this important role at minimal
cost and is taking measures to address security issues within its mandate. Many Internet pioneers and supporters of Internet freedom maintain that the assignment of these unique identifiers is the only necessary
Internet governance function. Successive U.S. administrations have
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largely agreed, limiting U.S. government involvement and seeking to
keep other governments from attempting to exert authority over the
network in order to allow it to grow unencumbered. The rising tide of
malware, rampant identity theft, financial crime, terrorist use of the
Internet, unprecedented levels of corporate espionage, and the development of offensive cyber warfare and cyber exploitation capabilities by
state actors, however, suggests that stronger and more expansive governance may be necessary for the Internet to grow and continue to add
value to global commerce and enrich the daily lives of billions.
Given the costs of crime, the economic threat of industrial espionage, and the increasing militarization of cyberspace, the laissez-faire
approach that the United States has taken toward Internet governance
over the past decade can no longer be sustained. Though today’s Internet is the product of a collaborative effort by the U.S. government,
private sector, and academic community, historical bragging rights do
not translate into control of the Internet’s future. If the United States
fails to provide the leadership necessary to address the security problems, other states will step in. If the current Internet is a reflection of
the openness and innovation that are hallmarks of American society,
the Internet of the future envisioned by Russia and China would reflect
their societies—closed, dysfunctional, state-controlled, and under
heavy surveillance.

Ne w I n tergovernmen tal I n i t iat i ve s
Given the security concerns, many countries are pressing new initiatives
to secure cyberspace in a dizzying number of international forums that
are now vying for a role in Internet governance, including at least half
a dozen entities within the United Nations alone. Regional groups—
including the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
and the Organization of American States (OAS)—are also active. The
Russian government has been pushing since 1998 for a UN treaty to
address conflict in cyberspace. Recently, however, the idea has begun to
gain momentum. The concept received support at the Twelfth United
Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Salvador, Brazil, in April 2010.7 Hamadoun I. Touré, the secretary-general of
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the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), is actively pursuing
such a treaty and recently called for a UN conference that would define
a “blue print for a system-wide approach” to cybersecurity.8
Such an outcome is clearly counter to U.S. interests. As an organization, the ITU is not designed to manage an issue as complex as cybersecurity and has no mandate to address issues of crime or interstate
conflict. As a state-centric, intergovernmental organization, the ITU
is also not set up for nongovernmental organizations and the private
sector to participate in the discussion. Countering the momentum
behind this initiative will require more than just ignoring it or arguing
against it. Moving beyond the ICANN functions, the United States
must work cooperatively with other countries to develop a better mechanism for international coordination to combat cyber crime, develop
norms for warfare in cyberspace, and promote the development of a
new, secure suite of Internet protocols.

Rethinking U.S. Interests in Cyberspace

The United States’ overriding national interest in cyberspace is to preserve and extend the Internet as a tool for economic efficiency at home
and as a facilitator for economic exchange internationally. The current
level of criminal activity, espionage, and preparation of the battlefield
in cyberspace threatens to stall if not wipe out the economic gains produced by the networking of systems over the past two decades. Moreover, an overreaction to these threats could be equally devastating.
In seeking to improve security in cyberspace, the United States must
work to preserve the core attributes of the network that make it so valuable for economic exchange: innovation, openness, and limited governance. These attributes make the network flexible, so that new uses can
be developed rapidly, and scalable, so that millions of new users and
devices can be connected each year, expanding the free flow of ideas and
the reach of international commerce. Addressing problems of security
in cyberspace at the expense of these attributes would not serve U.S.
national interests.
The tremendous gains in economic productivity over the past two
decades are the direct result of the expanded use of the Internet for
communication, collaboration, outsourcing, just-in-time inventory
management, and the control of industrial processes. Internationally,
the surge in global trade in both goods and services that has taken place
could not have happened without the Internet as an enabling technology. Malicious activity in cyberspace threatens these systems. In the
area of corporate espionage alone, many companies are beginning to
question the wisdom of using the Internet to allow around-the-clock
research and development across time zones due to the loss of intellectual property from attacks.
As the most wired nation in the world, the United States is also the
most vulnerable to disruptive activity in cyberspace, be it threats to the
system itself or threats carried on the system against networked targets.
9
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Despite these vulnerabilities, the Obama administration is moving forward with plans that would increase, not decrease, U.S. dependency on
networked technologies for the conduct of commerce, the control of
critical systems, and the execution of government responsibility. The
National Broadband Plan identifies expanded broadband access as the
“foundation for economic growth, job creation, global competitiveness
and a better way of life.”9 The plan identifies six “Goals for a HighPerformance America,” in which Internet systems would provide massive new efficiency gains in every economic sector and in the daily lives
of each and every American. Goals include a national broadband network for first responders to provide interoperable communication
during disasters and a Smart Grid that connects individual consumers
to the power grid for real-time power usage and rate monitoring. Given
the current cyber threat environment, extending U.S. dependence is
at best naive and at worst could create a situation in which America’s
homeland is vulnerable to both state and nonstate actors that will seek
to skip the battlefield and do harm to U.S. society in cyberspace.
In seeking to reduce these threats, the United States must also be
mindful that security is not an end in itself, but a facilitator for economic
exchange and improved efficiency. Too much security will reduce the
usability of the network, slowing traffic and creating barriers for new
uses and new users. While stronger governance is necessary, that governance should be tailored to specifically address a narrow set of security
concerns surrounding crime and warfare. Proposals by China, Russia,
and other authoritarian regimes to improve “information security”—
their chosen phrase—are not in fact about these concerns, but about
their desire to limit dissent and access to information deemed threatening to their regimes. Proposals to build in tracking to all packets so
that every action taken on the network can be instantaneously traced
back to an individual, for instance, would be cumbersome and costly
and do little to combat crime or limit warfare. They would, however,
constrain the average user’s ability to access information and engage in
political dialogue anonymously. Criminal groups, intelligence agencies,
and militaries will find ways around such controls, while average users
will be subject to near-total surveillance of their online activity.10 Such
a system would have a stifling effect on the usability of the network as
well as harm U.S. interests in the promotion of freedom and democracy around the globe. Though there is little that the United States can
do to convince China, Russia, and other authoritarian regimes that
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unrestricted Internet access and the openness and freedom of expression that come with it are in their national interests, the international
community would be done a disservice if the global Internet evolved to
reflect the values of these societies.
To avoid this outcome while preserving and extending the Internet as a mechanism for economic exchange and efficiency, the United
States must work within the international system to constrain actors
with malicious intent, develop cooperative mechanisms to pursue cyber
criminals, limit espionage, and develop norms against the initiation of
conflict in cyberspace. The alternatives to this approach are unappealing. They include being forced to scale back the networking of systems,
extensive regulation for security that would be costly and burdensome,
the active protection of critical infrastructure in cyberspace by government agencies similar to the takeover of airline security after 9/11,
and the increased use of offensive capabilities to stop attacks. If the
United States does not engage, other countries will shape the future of
the Internet but undermine the network as a mechanism for the free
exchange of information and political discourse. Clearly, in light of
these alternatives, international engagement to improve security and
limit action in cyberspace is preferable.

Principles for Engagement

The United States is no longer the sine qua non for Internet governance.
Nonparticipation within Internet governance forums by the United
States will not keep other countries with objectives counter to those of
the United States from shaping the future of the Internet. The United
States gains nothing from being perceived as determined to use computer network attacks without limit. While it should focus most of its
effort on building informal consensus and developing international
mechanisms for cooperation, the United States needs to engage on its
own terms rather than try to prevent international discussion of the
topic. It has little to lose by talking.
As a general principle, the United States should support processes
that allow representatives from the technical community, the private
sector, and user and consumer groups to shape policy and avoid statecentric processes for handling technical issues. Intergovernmental
forums, however, are necessary for bringing the rule of law to the Internet. Through engagement, the United States can shape solutions to the
security challenges in cyberspace in ways that align with other interests
in expanding international trade and achieving greater economic efficiency. The United States will need to develop separate agendas and
strategies for pursuing these agendas in the areas of crime, limiting state
actors, and developing secure standards, but there is a set of overarching
principles that should broadly guide U.S. engagement in this area.

Take a Net worked
and Distr i bu ted Approach
To pursue its national interests in cyberspace, the United States should
support open processes that welcome a wide range of participants from
the technical community, the private sector, and user and consumer
12
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groups to shape policy and avoid state-centric processes for handling
technical issues. No single forum can possibly encompass all the issues
and players involved in addressing security concerns in cyberspace.
Instead, the United States should nurture a range of forums—some
multilateral, some bilateral, and some regional—to tackle these challenges. Separate coalitions may be necessary to address the technical
agenda and various aspects of the international legal agenda, including
crime, corporate espionage, and state conflict. Regional coalitions may
also prove effective. Though cyber threats do not vary significantly by
region, it may be easier to foster a series of agreements within regional
organizations than to reach a global agreement. Instead of trying to
cajole former colonies into a treaty put together by former colonial
powers, replicating the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime
in the Organization of American States, the African Union, and the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) may be more effective. Global coalitions that address more specific problems may also
be effective. Initially, these coalitions should be loose and informal,
seeking support from nations whose interests are aligned with those of
the United States. Traditional U.S. allies are a good starting point, but
efforts should be made to actively recruit more than the usual handful
of Western suspects. A target list of nations from which to seek support
could include the thirty-one countries in the OECD, plus smaller and
less developed nations that are working to address cyber crime, including Estonia, the Philippines, and the Dominican Republic.

Hold State s Accoun table
for T hei r Act ions
Security strategists have been paralyzed by the “attribution problem”
for more than a decade. Attribution for cyberattacks is made difficult
by four factors: first, cyberattacks do not require geographic proximity; second, there is no equivalent to radar systems to detect the origin
of an attack as there was with Cold War missiles; third, the protocols
that govern Internet traffic are fundamentally insecure and the origin of
packets can be masked; and fourth, cyberattackers will typically use one
or more compromised systems as the launching point for their attack,
crossing multiple international boundaries in order to complicate the
investigation process.
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While technical solutions to the attribution problem and other security problems with the Internet’s architecture must be pursued, the
problem of attribution should not be overstated. At present, the ability
to wage anything that rises to the level of “war” in cyberspace is possessed by at most twenty groups worldwide, half of which are nationstate actors and the other half of which are private criminal groups
closely aligned with nation-states. In the event of a major attack, the
list of potential suspects will be small. Technical means of identifying
attackers continue to improve, but the importance of real-world intelligence and investigation should not be overlooked. Ironclad attribution
by technical means may never be achieved, as criminals and cyber warriors will work to identify vulnerabilities in any new protocols or surveillance systems, though something akin to probable cause for further
investigation can almost always be achieved.
When cyberattacks occur, all too often states will claim no responsibility and offer “patriotic hackers” who cannot be identified or controlled as the likely culprits. They will also refuse to allow investigators
access to potential suspects or to systems involved in the incident on
the grounds that doing so would violate national sovereignty. On at
least two occasions—the attacks on Estonia and Georgia—this was
the Russian response. Similarly, the Chinese government has cast off
all responsibility for cyberattacks that originate from systems within
its country. In early 2010, Google was able to trace a successful hacking campaign that stole proprietary information from Google and
up to thirty other American companies back to servers in China.
Chinese government officials argued that the systems used in the
attacks were proxies that had been compromised due to the widespread
use of pirated software and unsecure systems in their country. Each of
these explanations may be true, but in either example, with evidence
pointing toward criminal activity targeting one country that can be
traced to another, the burden of proof should now shift to the country
hosting the unlawful activity. Countries that do not cooperate in criminal investigations should understand that failure to cooperate will be
treated as a sign of complicity. States can be held accountable for their
actions, those of their citizens, and systems in cyberspace.11 The United
States requires a range of options and mechanisms for punishing states
that routinely attack others in cyberspace or allow their territory or
systems to be used by criminal groups. Responses can include both
traditional diplomatic protest, sanctions, and military action as well
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as network actions, including higher-level scrutiny for Internet traffic
leaving states that do not cooperate and ultimately blockading access to
U.S. and allied networks from states that continue to be outliers.

Le ad by E x ample
The United States cannot call on others to take action without also committing to show restraint in the use of force in cyberspace, curb cyber
criminals at home, and take steps to reduce malicious activity on U.S.
networks. Diplomatic efforts should make clear that U.S. military and
intelligence activity in cyberspace is focused on defending the United
States and protecting freedom of international information flows. The
United States should commit to vigorously pursue criminal prosecution of any citizen that engages in “hactivism” against foreign states,
and should expect other countries to do the same. On cyber crime, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) should be funded to dedicate
resources to investigating cyber criminal activity that originates on
U.S. soil but targets victims overseas. The United States should also
lead efforts to clean up its portion of cyberspace, reducing its share of
computers on the network that are either parts of botnets—networks
of compromised computers used to carry out attacks—or the origination points for attacks. It should also work to establish mechanisms to
shut down attacks on foreign systems that originate from U.S. systems
in real time.

Pursuing International Engagement

Guided by this set of principles, the United States should pursue its
interests on three tracks. First, it should lead the creation of a stronger set of international regimes to fight crime in cyberspace. Because
addressing cyber crime alone will not reduce threats to the network and
to the network system to a sufficient level that they can be trusted, the
United States must also pursue a second track to constrain state actors
in cyberspace. Finally, the United States should undertake efforts to
secure the Internet’s underlying technologies.

Reduci ng t he T hre at of Cyber Cr i me
Cyber crime has become the occupation of choice for smart criminals because it offers low risks and high rewards. Whereas national
legal authority is bounded by borders, the Internet is not. Criminals
exploit this fact by carrying out cyber crime in one country from the
safe confines of another, preferably one with weak laws and limited
enforcement, investigation, or prosecutorial capabilities. Combating
cyber crime, therefore, requires all countries to pass laws that make
international cyber crime illegal, and to develop mechanisms to stop,
investigate, and prosecute attacks originating in one country that target
victims in another. The United States needs to put its weight behind
multilateral initiatives that provide countries with assistance in developing legal frameworks and enforcement capabilities, a mechanism for
judging the effectiveness of national efforts at combating cyber crime,
and a process that provides both positive and negative incentives that
promote adherence to international legal standards.
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Focus Efforts Outside the Council of Europe
Convention on CyberCrime
Efforts to develop a solution to the problem of international cyber
crime have centered on the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime. The convention was developed to establish a baseline set of laws
that parties to the treaty would pass to criminalize computer crimes and
to provide a mechanism for cross-border cooperation.12 The United
States put its diplomatic weight behind the convention in 2000 after
the failed prosecution of the author of the “ILOVEYOU” computer
virus. In that incident, U.S. law enforcement authorities were able to
trace the virus’s development to a student group in the Philippines but
were unable to gain extradition for the virus’s author because the crime
he had committed was not against Philippine law. The convention was
finalized in November 2001 and came into force in July 2004 after five
countries ratified it. As of May 2010, twenty-nine countries have ratified the treaty and seventeen signatories are in the process of considering ratification.13
Though the convention has helped develop an international standard
for criminalizing cyber crime, it has not led to an appreciable reduction in cyber crime. The mechanisms for international cooperation
developed by the convention are bilateral and prosecutorial, providing
no conduits to coordinate law enforcement activity across borders or
for network security professionals to coordinate technical solutions
when attacks occur. Members of the convention include some of the
worst cyber-criminal havens in eastern Europe, such as Romania and
Bulgaria. Many countries, most notably Japan, have been unwilling to
ratify the treaty simply because it was constituted under the Council
of Europe. The convention has served a purpose in laying out a legal
framework for harmonizing national laws on cyber crime and for providing cross-border mutual assistance, but adding signatories to this
particular document is neither necessary nor sufficient for reducing
cross-border cyber criminal activity. Unlike arms limitation treaties,
where reductions by one state can occur only if all parties agree to a
reduction in force, the passage of cyber criminal laws is in the interest
of individual states regardless of whether other states pass such laws,
because cyber criminals tend not to confine their activities solely to foreign targets.
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Use the Financial Action Task Force as a Model
Though as a general rule, the United States should foster processes that
are decentralized and inclusive of the technical community, the private sector, and user and consumer groups, there are certain problems
only states can address. One of these is cyber crime. In creating a new
regime to reduce international cyber crime, the goal should be to narrowly address existing problems in the investigation, apprehension, and
prosecution of cyber criminals, with the lightest organization possible.
In areas in which governments are the only actors with the authority
to address problems in cyberspace, they should do so to the minimal
extent possible.
The United States should therefore promote the adoption of nationallevel criminal laws and the development of less formal mechanisms for
cross-border investigation and prosecution through the creation of
a new intergovernmental body modeled on the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), an organization created to promote the development of
national and international policies and capabilities to combat terrorist
financing and money laundering.14 Established in 1989 by the Group of
Seven (G7) in concert with the European Commission and eight other
countries, FATF began its work by establishing a set of forty recommended policies that countries should adopt. FATF quickly expanded,
and now covers thirty-four countries that together account for most
global financial transactions. After the terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001, combating terrorist financing was added to the FATF mission
and the organization’s standards were revised to address the new issue.
In addition to developing recommended policies and standards, FATF
also monitors member compliance with those standards and helps
implement them. Monitoring is done on a multilateral peer-review
basis under a program known as Mutual Evaluation. FATF has also
given rise to a series of FATF-style regional bodies that have adopted a
similar mission within specific geographic regions.15 With an accepted
set of standards and objective mechanisms for monitoring compliance,
the FATF has created the basis upon which the United States and other
countries can threaten noncompliant nations with the loss of access to
international financial networks.
A similar organization should be established to do for cyber crime
what FATF has done for money laundering. The United States—
together with other OECD countries and smaller nations supportive
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of the agenda—should establish the organization and develop criteria
to evaluate membership applications by other countries. The organization should begin by developing model policies based on the Council of
Europe Convention, the ITU Toolkit for Cybercrime Legislation, and
other recognized best practices.16 As with the FATF, this work should
be completed within the first year of the organization’s existence. Once
the recommended policies have been developed, the organization
should begin assessing member countries against the developed standards. The assessments should also provide a roadmap for correcting
any problems identified and establish a process for periodic review of
progress made in addressing the identified problems.

Name, Shame, and Sanction
Cyber Criminal Sanctuaries
The organization should also conduct an annual global review of both
member and nonmember countries that assesses countries’ legal
frameworks, enforcement capabilities, and overall levels of cyber crime.
For other transnational problems, compiling an annual index or report
of the best and worst states based on objective metrics has prompted
many states to improve their behavior. Models include Transparency
International’s Corruption Index, the UN Office on Drugs and Crime
World Drug Report, and the World Bank’s Governance Matters Index.
Oxford Internet Institute’s Mapping and Measuring Cybercrime
Forum has begun to explore what metrics could be used in such a ranking.17 These rankings would be an effective mechanism for “naming and
shaming” countries to address cyber criminal activity and to become
members of the new organization.
These independent ratings could then be used as the basis for the
organization to work with the worst states to develop plans to remedy
the gaps in their legal and enforcement mechanisms. Ultimately, as with
the FATF recommendations and evaluations, this process could provide the basis on which countries are sanctioned for failing to address
cyber criminal activity. Sanctions could be undertaken bilaterally or
multilaterally, and could include the withholding of development dollars targeted for Internet infrastructure development. Countries that
do not clean up their cyberspace could have their international Internet
traffic subjected to Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) or other higher levels
of scrutiny that would slow the flow of the traffic. As a last resort, failure
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to improve could result in the blacklisting of national IP ranges of the
worst offender nations by the organization’s member states.18

Tie Internet Infrastructure Development Aid
to Cybersecurity Cooperation
The new organization should also work with other international organizations that promote the development of Internet infrastructure to
ensure that these investments are carried out in conjunction with investments in the development of legal, incident-response, and enforcement
capabilities. This effort can also be promoted within the U.S. government. Projects by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to lay fiber in developing countries should be done in
concert with legal assistance from the Justice Department in developing investigation and prosecutorial capabilities. Currently, there is no
connection between the two efforts. The State Department should also
pressure allied nations and international development organizations to
adopt similar policies.

Establish Operations Centers
to Coordinate Requests for Assistance
Finally, the organization could help resolve the problem of international coordination to stop cyber crimes in progress and to investigate
and prosecute attacks that cross international boundaries once they
have occurred. The current bilateral process is slow, cumbersome, and
expensive, even for the United States with its well-staffed embassies
and legal attaché offices spread across the globe, let alone for smaller
states that often fall victim to cyber crime. The Group of Eight (G8)
Subgroup on High-Tech Crime has laid the groundwork for this effort,
providing a mechanism for cooperating on cyber crime on a 24/7 basis.
This effort could be improved upon by having the organization establish operations centers around the globe staffed by member country
law enforcement personnel. These centers could provide a twenty-fourhour resource, providing a valuable link between law enforcement personnel and network security operations centers. One goal of this effort
should be to create a mechanism by which requests from government
agencies and the private sector in one country can be passed to authorities in another country and then passed down to network operators to
have command-and-control servers or hosts in botnets shut down.
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Li m i t i ng State Act ion i n Cyber space
Cyber crime is only a part of the current security deficiency in cyberspace. State activity may be doing more to undermine trust in the network than cyber criminals. Whereas cyber crime can be written off as
a cost of doing business, the actions of state actors threaten the very
model of connectivity and the resultant efficiency gains. Because state
actors present an altogether higher level of capability, nothing that is
connected to the network can be considered beyond their reach. As a
result, if state actors cannot be constrained through technical defenses,
they must be constrained in other ways. If constraints cannot be put into
place, the efficiency gains from connecting to the network may end up
costing more than they are worth. If critical infrastructure continues to
be routinely exploited, preparation of the battlefield may by itself create
conflicts where none would have existed. If states continue to target
foreign companies’ intellectual property and to transfer that intellectual property to national companies, the global system of research and
development that allows around-the-clock work to be conducted may
be dismantled.

End Opposition to Talks
on Warfare and Espionage in Cyberspace
To address these concerns, the United States must work to develop
new norms of state behavior in cyberspace. For the past decade, the
United States has stood in opposition to any discussions on these areas
and attempted to keep the international community focused only on
addressing cyber crime. U.S. opposition stems from a view that commitments by states to restrict their activities in cyberspace would not
be honored and that verification that states are meeting their commitments would be all but impossible.19 This position, however, is derived
from the application of the Cold War arms control experience, which is
not readily applicable to the current problem of cybersecurity. Limited
and focused international agreements could benefit the United States
in some cases. Moreover, U.S. unwillingness to engage in negotiations
on this subject only lends credence to the view that the United States
seeks hegemonic domination of cyberspace.
The United States is the most feared bogeyman in cyberspace,
given its historical role in developing the underlying technologies
and the high level of capability within U.S. military and intelligence
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agencies. Maintaining U.S. capabilities in exploitation and attack at
a level above all rivals is certainly in U.S. interests; being perceived
as having and using these capabilities clearly is not. The militarization of cyberspace threatens the single, global, interoperable network,
the existence of which has created tremendous economic growth, tied
nations more closely together through shared commerce, and accelerated the exchange of ideas across cultural and international boundaries. Refusing to engage publicly in negotiations over limiting cyber
warfare only increases fears that the United States seeks to dominate
cyberspace and plans to use the domain to gain war-fighting advantage. The United States should make every effort to offset that perception. Negotiations may not lead to the creation of a treaty, but there
is little harm in entering into them. The Obama administration has
embraced the value of talking internationally. Cyber warfare should
be no exception. Participation in the UN Group of Governmental
Experts by the United States is a good start but engagement must be
far wider and deeper.
Engagement does not mean, however, that the United States is
forced to accept current treaty options that are not in U.S. interests.
The current Russian proposal for arms control in cyberspace would
commit signatories to abstain from developing offensive cyber capabilities or from engaging in cyber espionage, while providing no viable
mechanisms for verification. The historical record of the chemical and
biological weapons conventions raises doubts as to whether treaty commitments that cannot be verified will lead to meaningful reductions.
Moreover, if the United States met its obligations but other signatories
did not, a treaty without verification would place the United States at a
strategic disadvantage.
The focus on restricting the development of cyber weapons conveys
a lack of understanding of the true nature of cyber warfare. Advanced
threats in cyberspace are not automated bots or worms, but human
actors. The most potent weapons are not logic bombs and Trojan
horses but the people who design them and can use them as part of an
organized, persistent effort to gain access to targeted systems, exploit
them for information advantage, and corrupt or destroy data. Moreover, any defensive program requires mastery of offensive operations
to be able to defend against those operations. In cyber warfare, the ability to replicate a software program instantly means that any exploits
developed for the purposes of testing countermeasures can quickly be
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turned into an offensive operation. Given this reality, attempts to limit
the development of offensive cyber operations will come to naught
because verification that states had not developed such capabilities
would be all but impossible.

Examine Treaty Options and Norms Development
Against Targeting Civilian Systems
The problem of verification, however, does not mean that there are no
issues that international negotiations and agreements could meaningfully address. Instead of focusing on limiting the development of cyber
weapons, treaty efforts should focus on limiting state actor penetration
into civilian systems that have limited, if any, intelligence value. Currently, too many countries are conducting offensive cyber operations
under the separate but related guises of “espionage” and “preparation
of the battlefield.” Actions such as penetrating the power grids of foreign nations so that they can be taken down in a time of war are destabilizing and increase the likelihood that a conflict in cyberspace will
spill over into the physical world. The United States should also seek to
avoid having cyberattacks turn into a new and dangerous form of protest, somewhere between issuing a demarche and a military response.
If cyberattacks become an acceptable form of international protest, the
effects could be extremely destabilizing economically and could open
the door to conventional military conflict.
International agreements to set power grids, the financial sector, and
other components of civilian infrastructure off limits may ultimately be
in U.S. interests. But at this stage, most countries, including the United
States, are likely unwilling to foreswear the intelligence value gained from
exploiting these systems. The U.S. government should begin a process to
determine whether and under what conditions such agreements would
be in U.S. interests (the fragility of these systems and the costs associated with protecting them may ultimately outweigh the benefits gained
in exploiting adversary systems). Though it may be too early for such
a proposal to meet with adequate support within the U.S. government
and foreign governments, two areas are already ripe for an international
agreement to limit state action in cyberspace. In each area, there are no
intelligence interests at stake. The United States should develop proposals to address separately the security and sanctity of root operations that
allow the Internet to function and to ban denial-of-service attacks.
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Recognize the Root as a Strategic
International Asset
The root has been at the core of Internet governance since the development of the Domain Name System in the 1980s. DNS provides the
necessary link between human-readable domain names like CFR.org
and machine-readable IP addresses like 66.40.21.148. The DNS relies
on thirteen root servers to provide authoritative information for all toplevel domains (.com, .net, .us, .jp, etc.) to begin the process of resolving a
request for a webpage or email server. Efforts are under way to improve
the security of the root, but root operations remain vulnerable to both
penetration attempts and large-scale, distributed, denial-of-service
attacks. Because the information contained in the root zone file is by
its nature public, no intelligence value can be gained from attempting
to gain access to a root server. An agreement to recognize the root as
an international strategic asset that states will not attempt to disrupt
would be in U.S. interests and could serve as a first step to reducing tensions in cyberspace. U.S. control of the root continues to be an issue,
and while the United States has wished to maintain this role only to
ensure that the root continues to function, it may be in U.S. interests to
find an international mechanism for stewardship of the root as part of a
grand bargain on Internet governance.

Pursue a Treaty to Ban Denial-of-Service Attacks
As with a treaty to protect the root, an international agreement to ban
denial-of-service attacks would focus on a narrow problem that is not
complicated by intelligence collection. Denial-of-service attacks are,
by their nature, brute-force weapons that do not require networks to
be penetrated, but only disrupted. They are also a devastating weapon
that has been employed both criminally and in state-level conflict. In
at least three instances, the Russian government and military have
engaged in or encouraged denial-of-service attacks on foreign nations
that crippled the victims’ Internet infrastructure and the services
that relied on it. These attacks include the 2007 attack targeting Estonia, the 2008 attack targeting Georgia, and the 2009 attack targeting
Kyrgyzstan. Unlike computer network exploitation, which may be used
for sabotage or espionage, denial-of-service attacks can only serve the
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purpose of sabotaging a system. Thus, the United States should promote a treaty that would commit signatories to a policy of limiting
denial-of-service attacks outside conventional conflicts. Banning such
attacks under an international treaty could be the first step to establishing responsibility in cyberspace. Most denial-of-service attacks are carried out by criminals for the purpose of extortion. The assistance that
states provide in shutting down a distributed denial-of-service attack
can be used to judge whether the attack is condoned by the state or
conducted against its will. If states assist in stopping the attack, then
the attack should be treated as a criminal matter. On the other hand, if
states are not responsive, it should be taken to signify official approval
of the attack and therefore viewed as a hostile act.

Lay i ng Ou t t he Techn ical Agenda
To date, the focus of the Internet technical community has been on
interoperability. As the technologies that make the Internet work continue to evolve, that focus needs to shift to security. The Internet’s
underlying technologies were designed for a closed network in which
access was closely controlled and all users were trusted. They were
not built and designed for the purposes for which they are now being
used. This problem, long recognized within technical circles, has yet
to be adequately addressed. The 2003 U.S. National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace identified vulnerabilities within three “key Internet protocols”: the Internet Protocol, which guides data from source to destination across the Internet; the Domain Name System, which translates
IP numbers into recognizable Web addresses; and the Border Gateway
Protocol, which provides the connection between networks to create
the “network of networks.”20 None of these protocols has built-in
mechanisms to verify the origin or authenticity of information sent to
them, leaving them vulnerable to being spoofed or otherwise manipulated by malicious actors. The 2003 strategy recognized these problems
but concluded that “private industry is leading the effort to ensure that
the core functions of the Internet develop in a secure manner” and limited the role of the federal government to coordinating “public-private
partnerships to encourage . . . the adoption of improved security protocols.”21 Nearly a decade later, these problems still plague the Internet.
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At this point, it is safe to conclude that the “coordination” and “encouragement” model has not yielded the desired results, and stronger leadership by the federal government is necessary.
By providing leadership, technical assistance, and funding, the
United States can foster the development and adoption of a new set of
secure protocols that will address many of the vulnerabilities in the current Internet architecture yet forestall the development and adoption of
protocols that go too far toward the development of an online surveillance state or risk the breakup of the Internet into a series of Balkanized and unconnected national networks. As Marcus Sachs has written,
the goal is to avoid a “technical Cold War” in which the United States,
China, and Europe develop “technically different and noninteroperable
computer networks based on protocols and rules that fit each society’s
values, ethics, and legal systems.”22

Direct the National Science Foundation
to Develop a Technical Challenge to the IETF
to Develop Secure Protocols
The best way to forestall this outcome is to help create a suite of protocols that adequately addresses security concerns without breaking up
the Internet or turning it into a global platform for state control. For
more than two decades, the Internet Engineering Task Force has driven
the development of the technical standards that make the Internet function. An open community of technical experts from around the world,
the IETF and its members have guided the evolution of the Internet for a
generation and should be given the opportunity to address the security
deficiencies that plague the current network. In concert with its allies,
the U.S. government should challenge the IETF to develop a new suite
of more secure protocols. The goal, best stated by former director of
national intelligence John Michael “Mike” McConnell, should be to
“reengineer the Internet to make attribution, geolocation, intelligence
analysis and impact assessment—who did it, from where, why and what
was the result—more manageable.”23 It should not, however, seek to
embed into the underlying code of the Internet perfect attribution that
would be the ultimate tool of the surveillance state.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) should lead the effort to
develop the technical challenge and should do so in consultation with
relevant federal agencies, the private sector, and academic institutions.
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The initial phase should focus on clearly stating the problems caused
by a lack of security on the Internet and then identify whether and how
these problems can be addressed through the development of new technical standards. The NSF should then issue the challenge and oversee a
system of grants issued through the IETF. The challenge should include
a deadline of four years to present a suite of secure protocols and begin
implementing them. In presenting this challenge, it should be made clear
that failure to meet the deadline would result in the initiation of a federal effort to create new protocols. The United States should fund this
activity, seeking support from other states that agree with the approach
as articulated, to ensure that the challenge is met and that the protocols
developed align with overall U.S. objectives for developing cyberspace.
Then, incentives must be provided to promote their implementation.

Organizing the U.S. Effort

Cyber Command is busy working to fuse the cyber units of the U.S.
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines into a coordinated effort to protect Defense Department networks; support ground, sea, and air missions; and conduct offensive operations in cyberspace when directed.
Legislation being considered in the Senate would give the Department
of Homeland Security the mission of securing all civilian government
systems and additional power to regulate critical infrastructure in the
private sector for cybersecurity. A parallel effort is necessary to ensure
that diplomatic efforts with foreign states and within Internet governance forums are coordinated, resourced, and in pursuit of defined U.S.
objectives.

Appoint a Deputy White House Cybersecurity
Coordinator for Internet Governance
In the Clinton administration, a single official, Ira Magaziner, effectively managed the establishment of Internet governance policy and
engagement with Internet governance forums. The issue is now too
broad for one person to manage effectively, but the White House
must have a lead on Internet governance to coordinate the development of policy and oversee its implementation. The legislation that
would broaden the Department of Homeland Security’s power would
also establish within the Executive Office of the President the Office
of Cyberspace Policy, moving it into the existing cybersecurity coordinator role and strengthening the position’s authority, budget, and
staffing. The director of this office should be given a deputy for coordinating U.S. Internet governance policy with a staff to perform oversight, ensuring that the U.S. agenda in cyberspace is being promoted
at every opportunity.
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Create a New Bureau of Cyber Affairs
Within the State Department
The State Department should be reorganized and staffed to pursue the
U.S. agenda in cyberspace, placing the requisite focus on securing the
domain in all forums and bilateral relations where cyberspace comes into
play. Although the State Department is currently overly focused on the
issue of Internet freedom to the detriment of cybersecurity, that bias can
be corrected by giving the department a clear mission for Internet governance that brings these seemingly competing interests into balance and
by adequately and appropriately staffing the organization with requisite
expertise and experience. At a minimum, the State Department should
have the resources to coordinate positions across the government and
accompany all delegations. Full-time positions or State Department liaisons should also be created at other relevant agencies. The investment
required is comparatively miniscule, but the benefits would be enormous.
Following the confirmation of General Keith Alexander to head
Cyber Command and his promotion to four-star general, the Defense
Department’s efforts in cyberspace are led by the fifteenth-highestranking official in the department. With the creation of Cyber Command within the Defense Department, an equal level of importance
should be given to the issue of cyber diplomacy at the State Department. To do that, Congress should create a Bureau of Cyber Affairs
under the State Department’s undersecretary for political affairs.
Organizations within the State Department currently responsible for
international telecommunications issues, Internet freedom, and cybersecurity should be brought into this new bureau. These include the
Office of Cyber Affairs in Intelligence and Research, which is responsible for analysis of cybersecurity issues, interagency coordination, and
international affairs; the International Communication and Information Policy group within the Bureau of Economic, Energy, and Business
Affairs; and the Global Internet Freedom Task Force.

Create a Centralized Forum for the Private
Sector to Coordinate Internet Governance
Agendas With the U.S. Government
The new Bureau of Cyber Affairs should also bring under it existing
advisory committees within the State Department related to information technology, including the Advisory Committee on International
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Communications and Information Policy and the International Telecommunication Advisory Committee. In addition, a new committee should be established that is singularly focused on cybersecurity.
A single office serving these committees should provide a centralized
forum for the private sector to coordinate Internet governance agendas
with the U.S. government. U.S. companies like Microsoft and Symantec are important players in Internet governance forums. At present,
they are shouldering too much of the burden and lack clear direction
on how to promote U.S. national interests. Though U.S. companies
may not always be aligned with the position of the government, they
should have the opportunity to shape that position and to understand
the agenda that the U.S. government is advocating.

Increase Funding for Engagement
With Internet Governance Forums
The appointment of a senior White House official for Internet governance and the creation of a new bureau within the State Department to
manage this issue does not mean that other agencies do not have interests or should not have a role in international engagement on Internet
governance. To the contrary, the departments of Defense, Commerce,
Justice, and Homeland Security—as well as subdepartment entities
such as the National Telecommunications and Information Administration and the FBI—will continue to have active multilateral and bilateral partnerships, but will do so within a construct that promotes the
overall U.S. agenda. Their international affairs offices or those entities
engaged in Internet governance forums should be appropriately staffed
at a sufficiently senior level and given the time and resources to prepare
to engage. Currently, Internet governance is not anyone’s day job.

Conclusion

The Internet is at a crucial point in its relatively early history. Malicious
activity carried out by criminals, spies, and war fighters threaten the
economic growth and efficiency that the existence of a single, global
interoperable network has brought. If these threats are not addressed
constructively through wider U.S. engagement, other countries will
step in and may architect a solution that would deprive the Internet of
the very characteristics that have made it valuable in the first place.
Given these factors, the United States should move beyond its traditional opposition to engagement on issues of Internet governance and
lead efforts among like-minded countries to address security concerns
in ways that will enhance rather than detract from the Internet as an
engine of economic growth. The United States must work to develop
new international mechanisms to stop cyberattacks, pursue cyber criminals, and rein in state actors engaged in malicious activity. Together
with investments to rearchitect the Internet’s underlying protocols to
make them more secure, these efforts can preserve and extend the economic value derived from the Internet.
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